A new spectral type method for solving the one dimensional quantummechanical Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation in configuration space is 
I. INTRODUCTION.
In conjunction with Professor I. Koltracht and several students in the Mathematics Department of the University of Connecticut, we are in the process of developing a method [1] for solving the one-dimensional Lippmann-Schwinger integral equations in configuration space, associated with the corresponding Schrődinger equation. At a later stage we hope to generalize the method to other types of integral equations, and attempt to increase the dimension of the number of variables. Our method is excellently suited for cases where either the potential has a long range with many oscillations occurring in the wave function, or for large systems of coupled equations in which some of the channel energies are positive and others negative. In both situations the conventional finite difference methods (Numerov, for example) experience difficulties because of the larger accumulation of roundoff errors, and because of linear independence problems in implementing the asymptotic boundary condi-tions in the coupled channel case. A good physical application of our method is very likely the process of photoassociation in the collision of cold atoms, because of the very long range of the interaction between the atoms, and also because of the many excited configurations which participate and which lead to many coupled channels. Photoassociation is a relatively new field of study. It was recently reviewed by Julienne [2] , and is observed experimentally at various laboratories, including the University of Connecticut [3] . The calculation of three-body reactions in coordinate space might furnish another example because of the large distances involved, especially if we are able to generalize our method to two dimensions, but this conjecture has not yet been examined.
The Chebyshev expansion method is "spectral", i.e., the accuracy increases faster than any inverse power of the number of mesh points employed. Our method is based on that of Greengard and Rokhlin [4] , but differs [1] from it substantially in the manner in which the local solutions in each partition are combined into the global solution. We prefer to use Chebyshev polynomials for the expansion basis in each partition because these functions have excellent integral properties [5] , and the node points can be obtained in terms of simple algebraic cosine expressions, rather than in terms of non-analytic expressions required for the zeros of Legendre Polynomials, for example.
II. THE ALGORITHM.
For the one-channel case our integral equation method (IEM) is as follows. The Schrődinger equation for the partial wave function ψ(R)
is first transformed into an equivalent integral equation
In configuration space the Green's function G 0 is semi-separable, i.e., it is given by the product of two independent solutions F 0 and G 0 of the Schrődinger equation, i.e., 
without loss of accuracy [1] .
We avoid the occurrence of large non-sparse matrices by: a) Dividing the integration 
The method of solution for this step leads to small non-sparse matrices. It consists in expanding the unknown solutions into Chebyshev polynomials and making use of their convenient properties [4] [5] [6] . c) "Stitching" together the separate solutions into the global one by means of the expressions, valid in each partition
This "stitching" procedure leads to a large but sparse matrix. It produces a seamless smooth continuation of the function ψ from one partition into the next, and is a consequence of the semi-separability of G. As a consequence of this property the coefficients A and B obey [1] the matrix equation
where the α j and u are two-rowed columns
For the one-channel case the M i,j are 2 × 2 matrices whose elements are formed out of overlap integrals between combinations of the functions Y, Z, the potential V and the functions F and G [1] . We call the matrix formed out of the blocks of the M (7), and one can show [7] that the corresponding solutions are linearly independent asymptotically. In the next section several examples illustrate the numerical properties of our method. In this example [7] we have two channels, both with the same positive energy increases as k decreases is because of the lack of independence of the two solutions. This is shown either by an analytical argument [7] , valid in this exponential case, or can seen from the fact that the Numerov error for w in the uncoupled channels is much less dependent on k. The latter is shown by the lines with squares or triangles, labeled "Attr." and "Rep.", respectively. The error in the IEM is even more independent on k, and is also much smaller since the boundary conditions are automatically built into the Green's functions.
III. ACCUMULATION OF ROUNDOFF ERRORS.
The case with the same exponential potentials in which however the energy in the second channel is negative has also been examined. Since an analytical solution does not exist in this case, the accuracy of the solution has to be inferred from the stability of the values of We have demonstrated a method for solving the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation in configuration space which is linear in the number of the integration points, and which is numerically very stable. The stability of the IEM method is due to two factors: 1. The solution of integral equations lead to a smaller accumulation of roundoff errors than the finite difference methods of solving a differential equation, and 2), The IEM is a spectral method, which has an inherently higher accuracy than finite difference methods. c) The overlap integrals required for the construction of matrix elements can be obtained with the Gauss-Legendre quadrature because the functions in the integrand, being given in terms of Chebyshev expansions, can be calculated easily for any given sets of points, no interpolation being required. The Curtis-Clenshaw (C-C) quadrature [5] is also a good option (see Table 2 in Ref. [1] ) because the wave functions and potentials are already known at the appropriate Chebyshev points, and certainly exceeds the efficiency of equidistant point methods.
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